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Abstract—The recent growth of internet applications on hospitality and tourism provokes on-line consumer comments and reviews. Many researchers and practitioners have named this enormous potential as “e-WOM (electronic word of mouth)”. Travel comments are important experiential information for the potential travellers. Many researches have been conducted to analyse the effects of e-WOM on hotel consumers. Broadly quantitative methods have been used for analysing online comments. But, a few studies have mentioned about the positive practical aspects of the comments for hotel marketers. The study aims to show different usage and effects of hotel consumers’ comments. As qualitative analysis method, grounded theory, content and discourse analysis, were used. The data based on the 10 resort hotel consumers’ on-line comments. Results show that consumers tend to write comments about service person, rooms, food services and pool in their online space. These indicators can be used by hotel marketers as a marketing information tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PARALLELLING with the increasing web applications, consumers tends to comment on web sites. So, each user independently connects with the other user, shares and gets more info [1]. In many studies, it was identified that potential consumers are affected by the comments made by others and see each of the comments as a reference source in their decision making process [2]-[8]. In addition, it is observed that consumer comments, one of the factors influencing the process of marketing, hold a considerable place in the web application of businesses. Therefore, consumer comments are seen that not only the source of information for other consumers but also an information gathering tool of businesses they use for their customer-focused marketing strategy [9].

One of the most common areas of this information sharing tool which is described as electronic comment is tourism. In a survey conducted in the United States, tourism industry is stated to be the busiest sector of searching electronic information and related processes [10]. Some features of tourism products such as being abstract and cannot be tested independently connects with the other user, shares and gets more info [1]. In many studies, it was identified that potential consumers are affected by the comments made by others and see each of the comments as a reference source in their decision making process [2]-[8]. In addition, it is observed that consumer comments, one of the factors influencing the process of marketing, hold a considerable place in the web application of businesses. Therefore, consumer comments are seen that not only the source of information for other consumers but also an information gathering tool of businesses they use for their customer-focused marketing strategy [9].

One of the most common areas of this information sharing tool which is described as electronic comment is tourism. In a survey conducted in the United States, tourism industry is stated to be the busiest sector of searching electronic information and related processes [10]. Some features of tourism products such as being abstract and cannot be tested previously, consequently having a high risk of purchasing, being seasonal and presented in a highly competitive environment [11], makes consumer experiences more important rather than advertising and marketing information of processes. Therefore, it is suggested that tourism consumers are affected by other people’s individual comments that are of consumers like them [12], hence the tendency to others’ comments which are shared after their experiences, trust and share these information with the tertiary contacts is increasing [12], [1].

In recent years, many academic and sectoral studies for e-reviews are conducted. When reviewing these studies, it is seen that the relationship between the internet and consumers are mostly dealt with and only one way applications of businesses have been focused until very recently. And it is stated that studies related to e-comments of consumers are increasing and the studies dealing with different aspects of this comment are in adequate [13], [1]. This failure is observed in the tourism sector too. The topic being up to date and having practical effects, also there being very little work in the related literature (in the field of tourism and hospitality), make this study important. The aim of this study is to make the qualitative analysis of consumers’ electronics comments for holiday hotels and to examine the effects of its usage as a means of marketing information. In other words, this study is for the examining the place of consumers’ e-comments particularly in marketing activities, and analyzing of their hotel reviews in the light of developments and evaluations.

II. ELECTRONIC CONSUMER COMMENTS

The rapid development of the internet and other information technologies is increasing the consumers’ ability to share their ideas and opinions and reach others’ opinions [14]. The power of “announcement” (Word-of-mouth) and its effects in marketing are known significantly. Positive and negative perceptions of consumers about the products they used or bought constitute the basis of communication [15]. The concept of consumer electronic announcement is expressed as the new name of communication of the consumers made over the comments; they shared via internet without recognizing each other [16].

The effectiveness of e-comments can provide a better understanding about marketing communication. In the past researches, some results were put forward that most of today’s consumers (%86) had visited the web sites of corporations and examined the clients’ comments and ballots before the purchasing process (%70). According to the results also, it was discovered that most of the consumers (%71) had stated that e-comments inspired confidence to them in the process of purchasing true production. In a research of American consumers oriented (n=2445) it was come out that the information attained from e-comments were sensed as valuable (%82). As per the results, most consumers (%63)
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have preferred the corporations that have e-comments or votes in their web sites, confide in e-comments as an information source and think that these e-comments are suspicious in the meaning of prejudice (%35). Also, if this is evaluated from the point of assurance, in 2014 %10-%15 of e-comments which have been done on social media will be fake. In 2011, to prevent this prevision and provide a confidential comment, electronical security systems were used whose costs amount $250,000. Just in two days e-comments increase the web site visits in a substantial rate (%10). In the processing of rating e-comments, superior loyalty feeling has improved (%18) and satisfaction rise has been the case (%21). Correspondingly, in electronic form the possibility of being purchased of productions which polled positively in high level has been increasing in %55 rate [17], [18].

III. E-COMMENTS OF HOTEL CONSUMERS

In the web site of bazaarvoive.com that is active in marketing field and features the consumers’ comments and reviews, there is considerable data regarding usage of consumer comments in travelling sector. To this data, most of the people who travel individually (%40) and for business (%46) share their experiences on electronical form (2013). Also, most of these individual (%45) and business oriented travellers (%54) make their travel plans to e-comments or applications which are open to consumer’s sharing (2013). According to 2012 e-commerce data in America, the e-operation revenue of travel is 162 million dollars. In addition most of the travel planners (%43) read these e-comments and feedback about the comments [20].

Short and clear information points out the importance of e-comments and e-processes explicitly in the field travel and tourism. Whether some assessments done in terms of decision making processes, consumers’ e-comments are more active for hotels in tourism sector [21], [22]. In 2011, for each hotel 238 comments were made and it was anticipated that this rate would increase to 332 in 2012 and 465 in 2013. Most of the travellers (%84) express that hotel e-comments are important and they will not make a reservation without analyzing e-comments. This rate is an substantial rate for all people who make an accommodation plan (%32). %22 of the people having smart phones (mobile applications) follow the consumers’ e-comments. To an information emphasizes the importance of this communication, about the reservation the people accessing the comments and trying to choose between two hotels, prefer those hotels that replied by the hotel managers in the rate of %65 [23], [19].

According to prepared reports related to e-operations, reaching hundreds of millions customers every year see the comments pages as advisor to themselves [21]. Studies which suggesting the importance of comments of consumers in hospitality industry and an effective communication tool used in industry emphasized that comment of consumer in choosing hotel and in the decision process is an important factor [21], [22], [8], [12]. According to studies of [22] 75% of respondents before making a reservation uses the other consumers’ comments and criticism as a source of advice. According to researching of a chain hotel 92% of consumers prefer given information and recommendation of someone else instead of advertising [25]. With regard to the information obtained from reviews, especially the important points in terms of hotel consumers are often emphasized. If these are to be sorted; because, positive comments are more efficient is creating consumer awareness about hotel. Other consumer comments increases the willingness to make comments of others, sharing knowledge and experience so in terms of information can be used by managements [1]. Consumers rely on comments much more than other information [24]. Continuity of information obtained from comments is better than many marketing tools. Consumers have a chance to reach comments again which are important for them. While researching in this way comparisons can be made out of different comments and always accessible [7]. Speed, convenience, cost, accessibility and timeliness increase the interest of consumers to comments within the meaning of obtaining information.

Sites, in which the consumers’ comments are published, can have an important role to direct the consumers’ choice, because the comments are used for as a source of information. For example, TripAdvisor which is an international platform related with tourism and travel giving information about marketing independently on not only consumers but also managements, in addition it offers standings as the scale of management in the sector. Being in the top row in the comments on the pages of this and similar international platforms is a source of prestige, at the same time also accepted as an important and positive image in influencing consumer preferences [25].

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In the study, to examine consumers’ comments on hotels in-dept, qualitative methods was used to get existing data from the natural environment and directly to analyse consumer behaviours about e-comment [26], [27]. Reference [26] points out that qualitative methods are more appropriate than quantitative methods to measure human needs and related tendencies. So, as qualitative analysis method, grounded theory, content and discourse analysis, was used.

Grounded theory, as an inductive approach, is used theory development. In the study, the theory was used to find out the embedded meaning and data. Some researchers imply that the absence of theory in the study, in-dept information can be discovered by grounded theory [28], [29]. Grounded theory utilizes the secondary data getting from the recorded interview reports and direct written data sources. Hence, it can be said, the theory is a functional data development method for tourism studies, particularly for consumer behavior researches. Additionally, content and discourse analysis have the same characteristic as well. Both methods use the similar data sources and the results of the each method can be subsidiary for the other. Written phrases have some embedded cues and both methods are used for digging up these cues [30]. Reference [5] was used the both methods to examine usage of consumer comments as a marketing communication tool in factorial sectors. According to [26], similar to grounded theory applications, content and discourse analysis are based on second hand data (written sources from newspaper, books,
The most of the comments on total service space were positive (although some researchers emphasized comments of consumer had negative nature, but some researchers suggested that positive consumers had more reluctant to make positive comments).

Some suggestions can be given to dimensional results: (i) service spaces are the most used areas as room, restaurants, beaches etc., (ii) the spaces are also social areas and this can be attractive for tourists like beaches, restaurants (iii) the spaces belong to basic requirements for tourists (accommodation, food), (iv) the spaces are the main attractiveness that affect the consumer price and quality perceptions.

### V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Services designing is a difficult process through basic standards and content because services are intangible and have different evaluation for each person. So, as a services provider, hotels have different quality and services aspects. Based on the nature of hotel services, it can be said each part of services can be discussed and evaluated by consumers differently [31]. The study results are based and evaluated through this viewpoint.

The study was applied to consumers’ comments, issued on web pages during Jan – August 2013 periods, encapsulated tourism season. 322 total consumer comment space was examined and within spaces 1479 different comments were analyzed. Firstly, for defining the comments’ dimensions, content analysis was used and secondly, for discriminating sub-dimensions, grounded theory approach was used. Thirdly, discourse analysis was used for examining the judgmental attributions of consumers. Based on the contents of comment and related literature, consumer comments on hotels were categorized to 8 main dimensions (total service, consumer, product, service areas, activity, food and beverage, hotel concept, price) and 33 sub-dimensions (service staff as a sub-dimension of total service, etc.).

When the definitional results were investigated (Table I), main indicators are like:

- **The most reviewed area of the consumers’ was services space dimension (656).**
- **The most emphasized sub-dimensions of the service space areas were in order, room (146), pool (128), food and beverage areas (79), sea – beach areas (73), kids services (50), and the other.**
May be the most important point for the f&b services for hotel consumers was quality which was main requirement for a healthy travel [32].

c) Total service and related perceptions were the third important consumers’ comment dimensions (425).

In order, service staff (271), total service quality (89), services diversity (65) were the more mentioned sub-dimensions.

Similarly with the other dimensions, consumer comments tend to positive manner (% 96.4) for this dimension.

Service staff was the most commented dimension not only for this dimension, for within the general sub-dimensions.

d) May be, the most strategic indicator of the results was on the consumer. In other word, consumers discuss the direct consumer related issues (396), like satisfying consumer requirements (104), intention about to be repeater consumer - positive tendency (102), recommending to other potential consumers (89), consumer satisfaction (54), to be loyal consumer (37) and the other. Particularly, intention to be repeater consumer and recommendation the others, both of them are important for marketing strategies. Both dimensions’ positive effects can be useful by the way of e-WOM [33].

e) Hotel concept was the remarkable dimension according to results. It was observed from the comments, hotel consumers had distinguished the hotels with regard to suitable for families and kids (98 comments on the dimension). Additionally hotel activities were another regarded issue about hotel concept.

Except of the dimensional evaluations, some indicators had to discuss more. Some results of the study were different from most of the past studies. These studies claim that “price” is the most effective factor on consumer decision making process when the issue is related to hotel products, satisfaction and loyalty [34], [35], [32]. But the study indicates that price has not so much attention by consumers, just 29 consumer comments are related to price. Another interesting result, as a subdimension of service spaces is about hotel pool. Pool is an attractive product for hotel, but it is not mentioned in general comments. According to the study results, the word “pool” appeared so many times in different sub-dimension and in service spaces dimension, 128 comments were mentioned about hotel pool.

As another qualitative method, discourse analysis was used to get deeper qualitative information. The analysis was simply based on the word accounting. May be it is not enough way to explain important points, but word accounting application is a simple way and however comments size is too high to use another eye-catching strategy for discourses. By getting a help from word accounting programme, whole gathered comments (converted to text) were processed. The results show that:

- Total 475 comments about service staff were processed and most repeated words were “helpful” (87), “genial – cheerful” (82), “kind” (67), “friendly” (66), “positive” (52) and other. It was seen, all perceptions had positive characteristics.

- Application to all dimensions, most repeated attributes - adjectives were like “wonderful” (336), “fine” (228), “excellent” (164), “clean” (118). It can be said that in their comments, consumers use more positive and remarkable descriptions for the hotel and its services.

- Most repeated words in product based comments were “meal” (304), “staff” (236), “pool” (146), “room” (98).

VI. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

As emphasized in the study, a hotel as a service provider has many tangible or intangible products. So, for the hotel marketers, so many indicators are important. But it is not easy to see these important points. E-WOM is a new information delivery system. Many consumers use other consumers’ comments to make best decision. For the hotel consumers, the process and nature of the decision are more difficult, because the service products are intangible, risky and not testable in advance. And e-WOM can be used for pre-experience and decision making cues. So, consumers’ comments (as e-WOM) are the information sources, shares with other consumer, and marketers can use this tool for learning consumer wants or requirements.

The study shows, based on the comments, consumers pay attention to so many things and issues. Relatively, services and related issues are more common. Service staff and its characteristics are the most evaluated points by the consumers. Furthermore, food and beverage, room, pool, as the product based structures, are important factors which are mentioned for helping other consumers. Perceptions and approaches of the consumers are generally positive. This is about the consumer variety because of the same standards of hotels. It can be supposed as biased and misjudgment, but the aim of the study is not to evaluate consumers’ negative critiques or viewpoints. Negative comments are used for learning gaps but the study aims to find out consumers’ more positive viewpoints to use this info for marketing communication strategies. Comments are not directly negative process, shared positive comments can reveals to strength sides of a hotel. Then, these sides can be used for developing marketing strategies.

It has been emphasized, e-wom and consumer comments are very important for hotels. But it not related to gaps, also related to see positive aspects of comments as important market information. Some implications can be presented based on the results;

- Related to their importance, service spaces, like restaurant, pool, must be emphasized in marketing tools.
- Service staff can act as market of the hotel. Because of consumer attention, the staff must be more careful.
- E-comments must be evaluated carefully. They mean feed-back, but they also communication tool with the consumer.
- By defining the strength sides of hotel from consumers’ e-comments, some positive comments can be put web pages to affect potential consumers.